LEARNING CARD

Historic tweets
Description

This activity has the aim of creating short texts to express ideas, thoughts and feelings
that would have been produced by famous characters or ordinary people in a given
period of history in relation to their current events, in Twitter. The activity promotes
reﬂecting on how people would have felt, their reactions and thoughts in a given period
of time in order to approach history from a critical point of view.

Tag

• Journalism
• Media
• Social Media
• Twitter

Skills

PRODUCTION
• Create and modify written productions
• Use writing software and apps
• Use photographic and editing tools
SOCIAL MANEGEMENT
• Collaborate
• Coordinate and lead
• Participate in social media
CONTENT MANAGEMENT
• Manage content dissemination and sharing
MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
• Evaluate and reﬂect
NARRATIVE AND AESTHETIC
• Interpret
IDEOLOGY AND ETHIC
• Evaluate and reﬂect
RISK PREVENTION
• Evaluate and reﬂect

Learning areas • Social Sciences
Card language • Spanish
• English

Structure
Sessions

3

Duration

Variable

Number of participants

10-30

Age

• 14-16
• 17-18

Materials

• Computer or mobile phones every two or three students
• Apps to create and edit images or fake tweet generator app
• Redes sociales u otra plataforma para compartir contenido
• Social network or other platform to share contents

Process
Key questions

• What did I understand from the period in history we are studying?
• What are its main characteristics and events?
• How can I put myself in the shoes of someone who lived in that time?
• What might they have felt and thought?
• What is my opinion about the existence of fake tweet generators?
• How can I summarize one of those thoughts, ideas or feelings into 140 (or 280)
characters?
• How can I create a visual representation of a twitter feed?
• Who would answer that tweet?
• What are the dangers of fake tweets or fake tweet accounts?

Development

The teacher asks the students if they use Twitter, and why or why not.
S/he asks them about Twitter's features and characteristics.
If some or most of the students use Twitter, the teacher asks them if they follow famous
people from diﬀerent areas of the national or international public scene (entertainment,
sport, politics, scholars, journalists, activists). The whole group discusses the use of
Twitter as a means of communication.
Some suggested questions:
• What do students usually tweet about?
• What do public ﬁgures they follow usually tweet about?
• What inﬂuence can Twitter have on public opinion?
• What eﬀects can tweets by opinion makers have on the development of historical
events?
Optional: The teacher can choose a relevant tweet by a notable public ﬁgure about a
recent event and use it as an example to elicit reﬂections regarding this topic. (15 20’).
The teacher brings the students' attention back to the period in history that they have
been studying.
S/he may choose to have a short brainstorming session with the whole group to revise
the main events and characters or characteristics of that period. (10 - 15’).
The teacher now invites the students to imagine Twitter had existed at that time.
Everything else remains the same, but Twitter exists. In groups of 3, the students
choose a character from the time of history they are studying. There can be individual
famous characters (example: Christopher Columbus) and/or common people (example:
old sailor / young female factory worker). The teacher makes sure there are a variety of
diﬀerent characters and that no famous ﬁgure is repeated. (5’).
The teacher asks the trios to think of a possible 140-character-long message that the
personality they chose may have wanted to share on Twitter, had Twitter existed back
then. (10-15’).
The teacher invites the trios to represent their tweet visually as if it had been a real
tweet.
There are two ways in which the teacher may choose to propose this (or s/he may want
to ask some trios to use one tool and some others to use the other):
The students may search the net for a fake tweet generator.
Example: http://tweetfake.com/
Or the students may use a picture editing tool and retouch a Twitter screenshot.
The teacher and the students discuss what elements they should edit: for instance, the
username, the date, the people who reacted to the post, or retweeted it, etc. (20-25’).
The students are asked to share the tweets they generated. This can be done by means
of a shared folder or by posting them on a platform or social network. (5-10’).
Optional: The teacher asks each trio to pick a tweet they think their character should
reply to.
They repeat the procedure to produce a reply. (10-15’).
They share again the replies they produced. (5’).
In their groups the students read and comment on the tweets produced by their
classmates.
Optional: The group may decide to share these with the rest of the school community,
also using a platform or social network, or by projecting them in a common area of the
school. (10’).
The activity ends with a discussion about the impact that twitter can have and on the
possible eﬀects and consequences of real and fake tweets. (10-20’).

Evaluation

Images of the tweets are shown in class, and if possible, in the education centre.
Students assess all the tweets produced by applying criteria like: clarity of the historical
reference, creativity, quality of the information provided, empathy, etc.
Optional: The teacher together with the students can create a rubric to assess their
work. They can use www.rubricstar.com to do so.

References for professors

• Paciﬁc Standard - How Does Twitter Inﬂuence The Way We Communicate?
https://psmag.com/news/how-does-twitter-inﬂuence-the-way-we-communicate
Fake tweet generator: http://tweetfake.com/
Rubric generator: www.rubricstar.com
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